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"BE" TYPE CIRCUIT PACKS 

(Card No. 1) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Each consists of component apparatus mounted on a printed wiring board. Connections to the circuit pack are made through wire
wrap terminals along one edge of the board. 

For additional description, see Circuit Pack Schematics listed in the table. 

Closest Recom 
Length Width Horiz Mt1 

Code Function Schematic (Inches) (Inches) Centers (Inc es) Rating 

(a)BEl Power rectifier SD-1D060-01-J150 2.98 2.50 1.60 A. T.&T.Co.Std. 
(a)BE13 Parallel modulator-C group " -J207 2.98 2.50 1.70 A.&M.Only 
(a)BE18 Limiter " -J500 2.98 2.50 0.90 Mfr.Disc. 
(a)BE19 "A" (1017 Hz) detector " -J501 2.98 2.50 1.20 " " 
(a)BE20 "8" (1785 Hz) detector " -J502 2.98 2.50 1.20 " " 
(a)BE21 "C" (2025 Hz) detector " -J503 2.98 2.50 1.20 " " 
(a)BE22 Serial modulator (1800 BPS) -J498 2.50 2.98 1.10 A. T.&T.Co.Std. 
(b)BE23 Remote test circuit " -J504 5.05 2.98 1.50 Mfr.Disc. 
(a)BE25 ElA interface -J510 2.50 2.98 1.50 " " 
(c)BE26 Automatic answer -J511A 7.60 2.98 1.50 A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
(a)BE27 Line coupler " -J557 2.50 2.98 1.40 Mfr.Disc. 
(c)BE28 Test circuit " -J559 7.60 2.98 1.50 " " 
(b)BE38 Demodulator SD-1D204-0l-J9 5.05 2.98 0.90 A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
(a)BE40 Transformer SD-1D203-01-Jll 2.50 2.98 1.36 " " 
(a)BE60 Line matching and level 

adjustment circuit -Jl 2.50 2.98 1.10 

(a) Mounts by means of four 0.125 inch diameter holes spaced on 2.200 inch by 2.700 inch mounting centers. 
(b) Mounts by means of eight 0.126 inch diameter holes, four located on each side of board, spaced on 2.700 inch centers. The four 

holes on each side are alternately spaced on 2.200 inch by 0.350 inch by 2.200 inch mounting centers . 
(c) Mounts by means of twelve 0.126 inch diameter mounting holes, six located on each side of board, spaced on 2.700 inch centers. 

The six holes on each side are alternately spaced on 2.200 inch by 0.350 inch by 2.200 inch mounting centers. 
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